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Find the answer by joining our                     and refresh your perspectives
L I V E

Looking at TRUST from a director’s perspective: what is
expected? 
The international perspective: UK, US & Singapore guidance on
director’s roles
What does success look like? 
Case study

What should be the roles and responsibilities of the respective
committees? 
How should Compliance, Internal Audit, Risk Management, Legal,
Integrity & Governance Units etc.) support the board, and what
should their roles be? 

Adequate procedures: the five TRUST principles as stated in   the
PMO Guidelines explored, focusing on the board’s role and
responsibilities 

ABMD governance: Audit Committee vs Risk Committee, and other
functions

 

14 April 2021  | 9.00 am - 1.00pm | ZOOM        

Following the enforcement of corporate liability for corruption offences
under Section 17A of the MACC Act, many companies have now
established a basic set of anti-corruption procedures. 
Directors are now considering what their role should be in providing
effective oversight for the programme and how the true effectiveness of
the anti-bribery management system can be tested. 
This half day session explores the Malaysian Government’s Guidelines
on Adequate Procedures from a director’s perspective, and considers
how the impact of the programme can be assessed and maximized to
ensure the company’s ‘adequate procedures’ are indeed adequate. 

established the Business IntegrityProgramme Manager for
Transparency International Malaysia, developing the
programme to become the regional best-practice centre.
One of the few PECB-certified Lead Implementers for ISO
37001, he is a recognised expert in anti-bribery
management systems, speaking at conferences across the
region, and has worked with governments, global agencies,
multinationals and GLCs to deliver effective measures for
combatting corruption.

What should be the roles and
responsibilities of Audit & Risk

Committees? 

How can data analytics and AI be
used in anti-corruption

governance?
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Is the whistleblowing process
trusted and working?

TRAINER'S PROFILE

COURSE OUTLINE

COURSE OVERVIEW

Dr Mark Lovatt is Chief Executive
Officer of Trident Integrity Solutions
Sdn Bhd, and is widely regarded as a
leading expert in the area of anti-
corruption and business ethics both
within Malaysia and internationally.
Prior to leading Trident, Dr    Lovatt 
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